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Abstract 

erirnents on radioactive nuclei proton decay are described• The data on 

emitters detected at the exposure of Ni to Ne
20 

and o16 beams are 

first emitter (one of Ne or Mg light isotopes) has its lifetime of 

10-
3 sec. and emits protons with an energy of ( 5 ! 0.2) MeV, while 

one having a ( 23~ 4 ) - sec. lifetime emits protons of an energy of 

) MeV. A series of experiments carried out permits us to conclude 

iecond emitter is one of Br or Kr Ught isotopes, i.e., in this case subbaq

emission takes place ( the Coulomb barrier height is about 8,5 MeV), 

·most probable that protons are emitted from· a daughter nucleus after 

·ansition which the h~lf life under measurements is associated with. The 

·f proton emission with Ep • 5 Mev is similar to that for delayed neut

·on. The mechanism of subbarrier proton emission with E p • 2.5 MeV is 

to that for long- range alpha emission by heavy nuclei. 'The possibility 

·ation isomer proton decay is also considered, which is not excluded 

e of a 2.5 - MeV p-roton emitter. 
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Introduction 

It is not for the first time that the literature .considers the probability for the 

new type radioactive transformation of, nuclei-proton decay. More than ten years 

ago the· first attempts were undertaken by Alvarez, Birge et ai, to detect proton 

emitters/ 1- 4/. At the same time A,B,Migdal and B,'l',Geilikman and B.S.Dzhele

PoJ S/ , presented a theoretical conSideration of probable proton decay mecha 

nisms and certain ways of proton- ac;:tive nuclei syntl"lesis. It turned out to be 

clENU" that radioactive nuclei with a rather large proton excess would undergo the 

proton deca; of either type, Further papers/ f>- 10/ made the proposed p -decay 

characteristics more precise and considered the region of this phenomenon exten

sion and the ways to obtain necessary isotopes, ~ more detail. 

An energetic potentiality of proton <;iecay appeares as a result of a proton 

binding energy reducing with the decrease of the number of neutrons .in the 

nucleus. 'I'his change in the proton binding energy. is stimulated by the dependence 

of a nuclENU" force magnitude on an isotopic number, and by the increase of the 

Coulomb repulsion. Some mechanisms for proton decay have been considered, 

First, the synthesis is possible of. nuclei with a negative proton binding energy, 

These nuclei are unstable against proton emission from the ground state. In this 

case the p -decay picture will be a~ogous to that for a -decay from the 

nuclear ground state. Second, a two- stage mechanism is possible for proton deea~ 

the first stage being a high- e.nrgy positron decay, and the second the emission 

of a proton from the excited ( but in some cases from the ground) euate of a · I'• 

daughter nucleus. 

If a proton energy is lower than a coulomb barrier height, the proton will go 

abroad the n~,tcleus penetrating through the barrier according to quantum mechani

cal laws. In this case the decay picture is similar to the long- range alpha emis

sion. If a nucleus emits a proton of an energy exceedjng the barrier, one can 

speak of the analogy with "delayed" neutrons. 

We believe that the. third mechanism can be P,Ossible for proton decay, 

namely, an isomeric one (see the discussi~n), 

The z,. even . proton- excess isotopes are most probable to undergo the decay 

of another type, i.e., a two- proton one, The existence of this kind of decay can 

be supposed to be a result of the pair nucleon effect in the nucleus, In papej 
11

/ 

Ya,Zel' dovich pointed out, for the first time, to the probability for 0
12

, Ne 
16 

and 

Mg19 unstability against the emission of two protons at once, V,I.Goldans~ 8•
12

/ 

analyzed the probability for two- proton decay and considered the main features of 

this phenomenon and the ways to detect it. 
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To sy•,t.hesyze the proton- excess isotopes, great advantages of nuclear 
c, 

heavy- ion. induced reactions can be employed, Some years ago we started the 0' 

experiments studying the radioactive products of the reactions induced by Ne2 0 

accelerated ions ( E • 130 MeV) in Ni, According to the calculation~ there is a 

hope that the isotopes close to the boundary of nuclei instability woulq be detea

ted among these products, A special instrumentation was employed for this pur

pose, which included a telescope consisting ·of two proportional counters ( for the 

enegry and specific ic;mization measurements), When detecting the radioactive 

decay, this apparatus could establish uniquely a radiation type, 

In summer 1962 some results were obtained which permitted us to conclude 

that the reaction Ni + Ne gives rise to radioactive isotopes undergoing proton 

decay, The lifetime of these proton emitters turned out to be between 0,1 sec, 

and 5 min/
13

/ , In further experiments the half- lives were determined as 0,5 - 1 

sec, and longej 14/, 

These results were confirmed and made more precise in our next work/ 15/, 

The "long-lived" proton activity appeared to have a half-life about 25 sec, and 

a proton energy between 2,5 and 3 MeV, The data on the range and formation 

cross- section measurements for this emitter have indicated that the latter results 

from the compound nucleus decay in the reaction Ni + Ni20, i,e,, in this case we 

deal with an emitter of deeply sub- barrier protons, In addition, the proton activity 

with an enegry about 5 MeV and a half-life of 0,1 sec, has been detected, This 

emitter is determined to be close to Ne
20 

by mass, In both cases proton emission 

seems to follow f3 + -decay, 

in 1963 a group of Canadian physicists reported the detection of a "delayed'' 

proton radioactiviJ 
16

/ , The experiments were carried out with a 97- MeV proton 

beam, A simple detecting apparatus was employed, the only component being a 

surface- barrier detector to ~easure the particle energy, In order to determine 

a type of particles, their slowing in AI was studied, A high background leyel 

did not permit the Canadian physicists to work in the region of energies lower 

than 2,5 MeV , and in_ the region of 3,5 MeV the background was almost equal to 

the effect. Nevertheless, they were lucky enough to detect some emitters. 

Most thorough investigations have been carried out for Si25 ( 1~=0..3 ~~·~1 sec.) 

though less detailed data are available on other proton emitters ( Mg21, Ne17 

and o+3
), However, we think that the authors overestimate the accuracy of the 

proton energy determination, the decay schemes they give can be rather considered 

as tentative ones, 

Yale University physicists perform the experiments on the search for a proton 

emitter in heavy- ion- induced reactions, A,Preis/ 17/ reports the observation of 
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17 
4,0- 5,5 MeV "delayed" protons generated from the decay of Ne , a half-life 

being about 0, 7 sec, R,Fink et al (Argonne National Laboratory) investigated this 

nucleus, too, in experiments with Li beams/ 
18

/ , 

The present paper is devoted to a more detailed account of the results lis -

ted in paper/ 1G/ , Besides, it includes some new information on the proton emitter 

observed. 

Experimental Methods 

The experiments were carried out with an internal beam from the JINR hea~ 

ion cyclotron, When developing the methods, we understood the need in such an 

apparatus which could permit us to detect protons with an energy of the order of 

1 MeV against a more intensive ( about 10
6 

times) background of {3 , ·r -radi.

ation. The particle detector should satisfy the requirements as follows: it should 

possess the spectrometric properties permitting us to determine a particle type, 

operate in the conditions of a strong magnetic field and at high levels of elec

tromagnetic disturbances, Below the discription of these methods is given. 

1, The Probe 

Figure 1 gives the scheme of the device placed· between the cyclotron dees, 

The accelerated ion beam ( 1) struck the target ( 2 ) and the reaction products 

were emitted from the target and stopped in the aluminium catcher foil which had 

been manufactured in the form of a rotating disk 8 em in diameter, '!'his kind of a 

catcher enabled us to transfer radioactive nuclei to the charged particle spectrome-

ter, 
, r· 

The spectrometer consisted of a prcportional counter 8 mm thick ( 6) and 

two high resistance silicon surface- barrier detectors ( 7) placed behind it, The 

use of such a ~· telesc;:ope" made it possible to measure simultaneously the particle 

specific ionization and energy, The comparison of these values pen:nits one to 

determine a particle type and to separate reliably protons from electrons and 

alphas, ( When preparing the experiments, we were afraid of a background ap

pearing due to the generation of unknown a -active nuclei with a mean atomic 

weight), 

The telescope input window was either an AI 81-' thi~ foil, or a 51-' orga

nic film cowered with evaporated copper ( 200~-t gf cm
2 

), The 'volume of the pre> 

portional counter was shielded from surface barier detectors by an organic film 

3 IL thick cowered with (evaporated) copper, too, The counter was filled with a 

mixture of Ar ( 95%) and CHi 5%) at a 200 mm Hg pressure, 

In the conditions of good geometry, outside the magnetic field, the proportional 
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counter had a resolution about 3% for 5,5- MeV alphas, while the resolution for 

the detector was 1-1.5'){,. However, to enhance the efficiency, the telescope input 

window was made larger ( 2 x 5 em) • At the same time two silicon detectors with 
2 

sensitive surfaces were employed, 1.5- 2 em in size each. It leads to a large an-

0 

gular spread of detected particles and to a lower resolution. In the case ot the 

gaseous counter, an additional amplitude spread appeared owing to the otVect of the 

cyclotron magnetic field, 

Figure 2 presents the spectra for calibrating alphas obtained ~nder operat

ing conditions, 

The disk rotation was performed by means of an motor using the 

cyclotron magnetic field, In a number of experiments a motor with a coil "polarized'' 

in the cyclotron magnetic field was used, Continuous rotation of the catcher was 

changed for a fast turn by 180° when a corresponding pulse of current was sent, 

Under the mentioned operating conditions the reaction products were collected i;; 

some part of the catcher for a certain period of time, then rapidly tra.nsferred to 

the spectrometer, the detection efficiency being some times higher than that for 

continuous rotation. 

In order to measure the particle ranges, Al absorbers, fastened on a movable 

remote- controlled frame ( 8 ), were installed in front of the telescope input window, 

An- a -source was mounted on the same frame, The beam collector ( 4) connected 

to a current measuring device permitted us to follow the beam intensity during 

the bombardment. An ion energy was measured with the help of a silicon detector 

( 5 ), in which a part of the beam, after scattering in .a gold foil, passed through a 

speeial collimator. 

The device presented in Figure 1 was placed into a copper water- cooled 

jacket, the input window of which was an Al 8 p. -thick foil, 'I'o cool the target, 

the disk and the motor, 'the jacket was filled with helium at the pressure of 

40 mm Hg, 

ll, Electronics 

Electronics were used to permit us determining 'a decay type, to make a 

pulse amplitude analysis and to measure the half life for a given energy group. 

Figure 3 shows an apparatus block- diagram, The pulses from the gaseous 

counter and the silicon deteetors were amplified by means of some cascode pre

amplifiers, which had a bulb placed into the magnetic field in the nearest neigh 

bourhood of the counter, each. The rest of the circuit was situated outside the 

magnetic field, The first bulb was the right construction triode with electrode ge

ometry providing a normal bulb operation in a strong magnetic field. 
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After passing through the pre- amplifier the pulse from the gaseous counter 

was amplified additio~lly, then time- standardized ( 1,6 .10-
6

sec,) and .re~eived by 

the discriminator input. Then the pulse, as an allowing one, was transferred frpm 

the integral discriminator output, via the lock- out circuit, to the linear gate. The 

gate input received the amplified and time- standardized ( 4.10-
6
sec.) pulse from 

the silicon detectors. From the gate <;>utput the signal was sent to two amplitude 

analyzers, one of which was controll.ed by the pulse from the differential output of 

the proportional counter discriminator. At the same time two pulse spectra, 

were recorded from semiconducting counters, The first spectrum presented au the 

particles which left > 13 kev in the gaseous counter, The second spectrum inclu

ded only the particles for which the gaseous counter pulse corresponded to an 

energy loss frofll 13 to 45 kev. This range refers to the protons of a 1-5- MeV 

energy. The calibrating 5.5- MeV alphas left about 200 kev in the gaseous counter~ 

It was established that only 1,5% of the total alpha intensity was detected in the 

"proton" range of specific ,ionizations X). Thus, the first spectrum gave the whole 

picture of all heavy particle energies resulting from the radiC?EJ.ctive decay, while 

the second spectrum was attributed mostly to protons. The comparison of the both 

spectra ,enabled us to select protons and to determine an alpha- emission intensi

ty, The measurements were performed in the intervals between hJ, voltage modu

lation pulses on the dees ( the lock- out circuit). 

F.igure 3 shows the ~rt Gf the circuit meant for a time analysis. The time 

analyzer eonsisted of the generator of linearly growing voltage, a gate, and the 

amplitude analyzer Al-100. A linearly growing voltage was admitted to the closed 

gate whieh was then open about 4 p. sec. by the analyzed signal havit.s. passed 

through the differential discriminator, Thus, the pulse magnitude at the gate output 

was proportional to the tln!e which IW.d passed from the starting up of the " saw" 

up to the moment the pulse arrived from the detector, The starting moment coincid

ed with a/cyclotron switch otf; when a h.f. voltage was 'applied, the circuit was 

blocked, The voltage modulation frequency on the dees was chosen to be such 

that the cyclotron 11 Silence" time was some times the half life under measurement, 

Experimental Results 

In investigating radioactive reaction products, the emission of heavy singly 

x) The entrance of alphas into the proton specific ionization range is associ

ated with the gaseous counter pulse spectrum having a 11 tail" in the region of 

small amplitudes due to the effect of the magnetic field oh electron collection. 
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charged particles was uniquely ascertained, Simultaneous measurements of the 

energy of these particles, their specific ionization and slowing in a substance .,, o 
have lead to the conclusion about them to be protons, 'I'wo groups of 5- MeV and 

2,5- MeV protons were observed most distinct, 

1. Proton Group at 5,0 MeV, 

a) A nickel target 10 p. thick was bombarded with 140- MeV Net20 ions, As 

a catcher, an aluminium 50 p. foil was used, Such a thickness is sufficient to ab

sorb most of the long- range products of reactions, The disk had some apertures 

through which a certain part of the beam reached the current collector, The dep

letion layer of the silicon detectors was about 200 p. thick, In front of the teles

cope input window an AI 15 p. absorber was installed, In order to determine the 

background of the f3 and y radiation, the experiments were carried out with 

an AI 200 p. thick absorber placed in front of the telescope, ( In the experiments 

with the disk stopped, the background was also determined which would occw 

due to the presence of a residual ion beam in the cyclotron chamber in the inter

vals between voltage pulses on the cyclotron dees, This background was practi • 

cally absent),' 

b) .'Fig,4 shows one of the spectra obtained, Though the spectrum was at~ 

tributed to the pulses of the particles with > 13 kev ionization in the gaseous 

counter, the background of the f3 and y radiation turned out to be rather large 

up to the 30th channel, This is due to the fact that the electrons move by spiral 

trajectories in the magnetic field and can lose a considerable amount of energy in 

the gaseous counter, 

·rn the region of the 64th channel, the spectrum has its maximum distinctly 

seen, which belongs to the protons of an energy 5,0.! 0,2 MeV x), 

The conclusion that these particles are protons is drawn ·from the following, 

The table! indicates that 92'1(, of the particles of the mentioned group lose 

from 13 to 45 kev in the gaseous counter, An average energy loss for the pr~ 

tons with E · • 5 MeV by estimation (taking into account the geometry factor) 

should be about 25 kev, 

The most graphic results were obtained from the experiments in which the 

slowing of particles in a substance was determined, One of the spectra in Fig, 5 

referred to the experiment with the gaseous counter alone between the semiconduo

ting detectors and the disk ( this being equivalent to AI 20 p. thick): Another 

spectrum was obtained for the case when a 30 p. absorber was placed in front 

x) In determining the proton energy the "driving in" of the emitter into 
and the proton energy loss before getting into the silicon detector were 
account, 

8 
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the catcher 
taken into 

of the telescope input window, The peak replacement corresponds to the calcu

lated slowing of 5- MeV protons, Note that Al 50 p. thick absorbs completely 

alphas with an energy of ~ 8,4 MeV. 

Fig, 6 presents one of the curves for the decay of the 5- MeV proton emi"

ter, The half~ life was found to be equal to ( o.oss:!: 0,015) sec, Apparently, in 

the spectrum there is a less intensive group of protons having· an energy about 

5,6 MeV. Then, attention was centered upon the group with an energy about 

5 MeV, 

A number of experiments was performed in order to identify this proton 

emitter, The natural way chosen was to try to determine the type of the isotope 

generation reaction. The reactions between complex nuclei are divided into two 

classes, ln surface collisions of nuclei, the process of nucleon transfer takes 

place, and some products are generated close to the projectile by mass, Their 

ranges are equal to tens of microns in AI, and the yield depends relatively 

weakly upon the kind of a target. The other class includes the reactions accom

panied by the formation of. a compound nucleus, The range of such reaction 

products is a few microns, 

Tlner:efore, the range of the 5- MeV proton emitter was estimated and found 

considerably exceeding 9 p. AI: the replacement of the 50 p. catcher by the 

9.3 p. aluminium disk lead to an effect 5 ~ 10 times less, 

lni the case of tantalum, copper and aluminium targets bombarded, the pr~ 

ton activity of an energy about 5 MeV was detected, Its yield was 2,3 and 5 

times less, respectively, as compared to that for nickel. The cross.-r-ection for 

the investigated isotope production in the reaction Ni + Ne
20 

is some tenths of 

a microbarn for a neon energy about 120 MeV, One 'can be certain to state 

that this isotope is. generated from Ne
20 

due to a nucleon transfer reaction, Its 

generation due to the bombardment of targets in a wide interval of atomic numbeno 

and a long range of this nucleus speak well for this conclusion. These two 

facts are typical characteristics of .transfer reaction products( 
19

). The analysis 

Gf the. prQperties of this reaction pr-Gducts leads to the most probable conclusion 

that protons with an energy about 5 MeV are emitted In the decay of one of neon 

or magnesium light isotopes ( Ne
17

, Mg
2 0- 21

), 

2, Prroton EMergy Group at 2,5 MeV 

a) A series of experim.ents w- carried out to investigate the decay of 

shor"- range reaction products. 11'1 tAe&e ~erJments a Nl 2 ,. teuget ancl an AI 

9,3 p. thick disk were employed, 'l1le first experiments indicated· that the radiation 

spectrum had no protons of an energy exeeeding 3.5 MeV, · therefore, the thick

ness of the depletion depth of detectors was decreased up to 80 ,. • 'This deer 

reased essentially the f3 and y 

,; 

background, 
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Fig, 7. gives an pulse spectrum corresponding to the particles 

leaving 13- 45 k~v in the gaseous counter, This spectrum was obtained by s~ 

marizing the results of six independent measurements being accompanied by ·the 

background measurement, each. In Fig, 7 one can see a distinct group with its 

peak in the 32 nd channel, 

The results of the experiments on the specific ionization and ~owing of 
',,.l these particles in AI indicate them to be protons, Really, it was de~ermined that 

the energy loss of these particles in the gaseous counter is .25-60 kev,, what 

coincides with the calculated value for 2,5 - 3- MeV protons, The data in Table 1 

agree with this, and it follows that 70% of this group particles leave 13- 45 kev 

in the gaseous counter, 

Fig, 8 illustrates the eJ_CPeriments on the determination oc' the slowing of the 

particles under investigation~ Here you can see the energy spectra of these pal'

ticles having passed through .a material equlvaJent to AI 13 p. and 28 p. thick, In 

progressing from one absorber to another the pee-k is replaced according to that 

expected for protons, 

The spectrum maximwn ( Fig. 7) refers to ( 2,5 :! 0,2 ) MeV, ( the error is 

mainly due to an inaccuracy in. taking ink> account the proton slowing before en

tering the telescope). The spectrum pr-esents also some more energetic protons 

(up to 3,3 Mev). 'fu the left of the maximum there is another proton group, but 

this part of, the spectrum has not been investigated yet owing to a high back
ground. 

With the help of a .. iime-amplitl.ide conwrter, a half-life for the proton group 

with its_ maximum at 2,5 Me:V has been measured, One of the decay CI.Al'ves is 

sh~wn in Fig,~. •the emitter half-life being equal to ( 23! 4) sec, 

b) A number of experiments was performeq. in order to identify the obtained 
isotope, 

'fu estimate the range of the nuc::lei, a Ni 2 p. thick target has been bombal'

ded with 105 - Me:V Ne
20 

ions: an AI 9,3 p. absorber was placed between the 

target and the rotating ,disk, Mounting such an absorber has practically taken oU 

the effect: the intensity of the group in question has become no less than 20 

times lower, This means that the range of 2.5 MeV proton emitters is shorter than 
9 p. AI, 

~ther, Ni and Fe 5
4 

( a separated isotope target, 1,6 mg/ cm2 on an AI 

6 p. backing) ·were bombarded with different ions. In the case of Ni bombarded 

with 70- 100- MeV o 16 
ions, a proton group was also observed with its maximum at 

2,§ MeV, The decay curve of this activity is given· ih Fig, 10, Within the errors 

the halt life coincides with a value ( 23 ! 4) sec, obtained from the analysis of the 

10 
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curve in Fig,9, This gives the basis for thinking that the same proton emitter is 

. th ti N" Ne20 d N" o16 
generated followmg e reac ons · 1 + an 1 + , 

The proton activity of 2,5 MeV has not been detected in 'the bombardment 

of Ni 2 p. thick with 65- MeV B
11 

ions and of Fe
54 

with 0
16 

ions, Table II 

demonstrated the relative yield of the proton ·group under investigation in different 

reactions. The absolute cross section for the proton emitter generation from the 

reaction Nt + Ne
20 

is of the order of a microbarn, which does not depend very 

much on the energy in the region of 100-140 MeJ 15
/, 

Table ll 

Reaction Ni + Ne
20 Nl + 016 Ni .. B11 Fe54 + 016 

Relative 100 30 < 3 <1 
yield of the 
emitter with 
E:-2,5 MeV 
and T%•23sec. 

A short range of the proton emitter indiuates thtlt its mass number is equal 

to some tens;, This condusion is independent of the assumptions concerning the 

reaction mecharusm/ 20/. The production of this proton-rich isotope may result 

from the decay of an excited compound nucleus generated from the fusion of a 

target nucleus and a projectile. While bombarding Ni with Ne
20 

and o16 
ions, we 

observed the effect which could not be displayed in the reaction Fe;4 
+ o16

• 

'l1lli.s result can be explained under the assumption thtlt the atomic number of the 

23- sec, proton emitter is 35-36 ( Br, Kr) and its mass 70- 72. The excitation 

function for the nucleus formation in the reaction Ni + Ne 
2 0 is consistent with this 

asawnption. The question can arise whether this proton emitter is not produced 

from N.i owing to transfer reactions. This kind of supposition is' possible, though 

it seems less probable, Indeed, in this case one should e:-q>ect the effect detec

tion in the bombardment of Ni· with boron and of Fe 
54 

with oxygen. 

Discussion of Results 

1. Table JU shows the main characteristics of the proton emitters observedx} 

'l'hEl Coulomb bat'riers ( Y P ) for protons are listed here as well. 

x) The ta.ble is not .including 'the proton emitter with T~ • 0.5- 1 sec. observed 
. '14/ 20 . 1n Ol.lr work' • It U; produced from Ne due to jransfer reactions. The present 

paper does not study this emitter, which makes, apparently, a contribution to the 

region E < 4,5 MeV. 
p 
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L 

Isotope 

E MeV 
p 

Ty. sec, 

VP M~V 

r /r 
p 0 

( Br, Kr) 70- 72 

2,5: 0,2 

2 3.! 4 

8,5 

> 10
4 

Tabl'elll 

Ne17, Mg20-21 

5,0.! 0,2 

0,085 .! 0,015 

4 

.. 1 

\] 

The last line of the table includes the r P -calculated lifetime of the nuc

leus emitting a proton with a certain energy (with relation t6 the "nuclear time" ) , 

In the calculations the Coulomb barrier alone was taken into account, therefore, 

the values listed in the table should be considered as lower ones, If the angular 

momentum removed by the proton f is not a zero, 'p will be more. This value 

will grow tens of times for f • 2 already, 

It is clear that a proton emission delay cannot be due to the Coulomb bar

rier, It is most probable to be associated with positron decay, The nuclear reac

tion resu}ts in the formation of an isotope undergoing positron decay at a h·lgh 

energy, The daughter nucleus being not very stable against proton emission, some 

excitation is sufficient after f3 +-transition for the nucleus to emit a proton, In 

the case of the first ( Br, Kr) isotope decay the proton goes abroad the nucleus 

through the tunnel mechanism at a 0,3 level from the Coulomb barrier, the decay 

pict'<!'.e being analogous to the process of the long- runge alpha emission by heavy 

nuclei, The protons with an energy about 5 MeV pass above the barrier; this 

being cOmpletely analogous to "delayed" neutrons, 

Ti!le described type of proton decay should be very wide-spread phenomenon 

near the nuclei proton instability boundary (Bp •0) and in the first place for even 

elements, It is natural that for this kind of decay to exist, a positron transition 

energy sh.ould exceed a proton binding one, 
+ 

FUrthermore, E • , the excitation energy of the nucleus after f3 -decay 

should be such at which the rompetition on behalf of the radiation transition is not 

overwhelming, As a matter of fact this condition is for the emitted proton energy 

E 1• E • - B , According to our estimates- the competition on behalf of the y - ra,... p p 
diation will be not essential at E > E , E varying in the range of 0. 7 to 2 MeV 

. p ~ ~ . 
with Z v&rying from 20 to 50, Thus E + - ( E + B ) > 0 is necessary for 

+ {3 Po.P 
proton emission- to apf*!ar a-fter f3 -decay, The probability for the proeess seems 

to in~rease with the growth of this differenc~ Some evaluations of this probability 

for a statistical model are listed in reference I 10/, The condition put in Goldansky 's 

12 

work/ 9 / is quite unnecessary. In his paper it is considered necessary to have 

the superallowed (without any change in the isotopic spin) f3 +-transition to the 

proton- unstable level i,e,, the following relation should be satisfied: 

A A•l Z 
[( D - D + ) - ( 1.2 -- + 6.8 ) I UeV > 0 

z N ··2 N I AliJ 

where D 
is a mass defect. It is worth stressing that proton emission can be 

observed also in the case when the indicated difference is less than a zero. It 

is important to have an energetic potentiality for this process and inconsiderable 

competition on behalf of the y transition ( E ·+ - ( E + B ) > 0 ) , Proton 
+ P Po P 

decay can occur after the usual f:J -transition, and even if this transition is 

competed with a superallowed one which is not followed by proton emission, In 

the last case the success in delayed proton detection will be conditioned by the 

isotops production cross section_ and the apparatus sensitivity, It should be men

tioned that in no one of the cases observed with " delayed" proton emission a 

superallowed p + - transition to a proton- unstable level was displayed, 

2, .Ahother mechanism is possible for p -decay with a large lifetime, i.e., an 

isomeric one, The heavy- ion- induced reactions are known to result, with high 

·probability, in configuration isomers, These nuclei are in high- spin state due to 

the excitation of some nucleons, For a proton- rich nucleus, such a state can ap-
• . 

pear to be proton- unstable provided E > B • p 
A high spin will lead to the suppression of the radiation transition, the 

nucleus will decay emitting the proton of an energy E • E • - B , On the other p p 
hand, the joint effect of the Coulomb and the centrifugal barrier will stipulate a 

long lifetime for the proton decay. In the region of the heavy nuclel alpha-

active configuration isomers with a hindrance factor up to 10
14 V~ere detected/

21
-

-23/, In/ 2 4- 25/ the appearance of high-spin isomeric states is explained by the 

effect of the residual n- p interaction, Repor/ 
25

/ indicates that the formation of 

configuration isomers is possible in the region of nuclei of a mean atomic weight. 

Tt!le probability for isomer protGln decay can be approximately put down as 

follows "'e • 8 P f ; P f is a barrier quantum mechanical penetration for a 

is a reduced probability for the process, whk:h proton with the momentum f ; 8 

depends on the state structure, Fig, 11 presents the results of the P- decay 

forbidding parameter owing t«> the angular momentum ( the formula from papej 
26

/ 

is used) rfor nuclei with Z.30 and 50, 'l"he forbiddenness due to the structure 

factor 8 requires some detailed calculations, For a -active isomers, this 

forhidding component reaches the value 10
6

• 

It le net exeluded that the detected proton emitter having a half life about 

23 sec, is the proton- active isomer with a ( ~ 10) 11 spin, 
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The investigations of radioactive nuclei 
p - decay are currently in progress 

at our labor~tory. The goals of these studies are to determine experimenta~ the 

mechanism of the proton decay detected and to identify the obtained isotopes with 
higher precisi?n· 

The authors are very thankful to E.Z.Ryndina and the staff for manufactur-

ing silicon detectors which were of great importance for the work. carried out. 

Tbe authors would also like to express their gratitude to V.Titov and V.Chugreye~ 
for design works, and to E.A.Minin, N.Danilov and B.Bibichev, for their assistance 

in preparing the experiments, and to the cyclotron group guided by Dr. A.N.Filip
son, for providing the bombardments. 

Particles 

Pr!otons 

E • 2.5 MeV p 
P.lfotons 
E • 5.0 MeV p 

a -particles 
Ea • 51 5 llileV 

N1 

AE>13 kev 

302 

1343 

2648 

'!able 

N2 N2/N1 

13 kev <A E < 45kev 

279 0.92 

914 0.69 

40 0.015 

The table gives the intensities of two proton groups under different conditions 

for the value of a pulse from the ga&eous counter AE • The results are obtllfneQ .... 
from the bombardment of Ni with Ne ions. The lowest line corresponds to the ca -
librating cz -particles. 
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Fig.l. The diagram of the experimental apparatus. 
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b) the gaseous counter pulse spectrum for 5.5 - MeV alpha
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Fig,5, The spectrum of the 5,0 - MeV proton group obtained in experiments 
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50 I' thick AI), The thickness of the absorbers is equal to 23 I' and 
581' AI, with an average angle of proton entrance into the telescope 
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The proton energy spectrum obtained from the bombardment of 
Ni with Ne

20 
ions, The f3 and y -background spectrum is shaded, 

(The disk is Al 50 fl thick, the depletion deph of the silicon detec-
tors is about 2 00 fl ) , 
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b) The same spectrum with the f3 and y - background subtracted, In the 
determination of the 5 - MeV proton group energy the absorption in 
the substance between the disk and the silicon detectors as welCas 
the absorption in the very disk ( due to the "driving in" of nuclei r 
are taken into account. 
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Fig. 7. a) 'lhe proton enegry specl;rum in the beombardment of Ni with , Ne 2 0 

ions, 'The fJ and y -background spectrum is incUcated by block dots 
( 'The disk is 9,3 f.l thick Al, the depletion depth of the silicon detec-
tors is about 80 f.l ). 

b) 'The same . spectrum with the fJ and ., - background subtracted, 
'The energy of the 2,5 MeV proton group is determined with the absorp-
tion taken into account. · 
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Fig, 8, 'The spectra of the 2,5 MeV proton group. 'The thickness of the 
absorber between the disk and. the -silk;oA Qeteetor· is equivalent 
to 13 f.l and 28 f.l thick AI. With an average angle of proton entrance 
into the telescope( 30°), the thickness of the absorbers is 15 f.l and 

32,5 f.l Al. 
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